"Kontakt über Mittag"/ Lunchtime Meeting

The IT Services (ITS) has more than 300 employees who are spread out in about 15 different buildings. This ITS event provides an opportunity for cross-departmental activities in small groups and the chance to learn more about ETH and our customers. During lunchtime meetings we get to meet interesting personalities, learn about exciting research at ETH and visit historical or simply fascinating parts of ETH Zurich (see posts on the ID-Blog or ITS Blog). "Kontakt über Mittag Spezial" (KüM Special), visits places outside ETH Zurich which are related to ETH or to the IT Services.

2022
- Circular Engineering for Architecture, Catherine De Wolf, July

2019
- Google, Europaallee, Patrik Reali, guided tour & presentation (KüM Special), October
- Material Collection ETH Zurich, Markus Joachim, Udo Thönnissen, July
- "ETH Bauhalle", Institute of Structural Engineering (IBK), Dominik Werne, June
- ARIS (Akademische Raumfahrt Initiative Schweiz), ARIS Hub and Hybrid Rocket Engine, Oliver Kirchhoff, May
- AgroVet-Strickhof, Lindau, Eschikon, Magdalena Kurrig, Animal Nutrition Group, Dr. Hans-Rudolf Wettstein, May
- Laboratory of Hydraulics, Hydrology and Glaciology (VAW), fish ladder etc., Andris Wyss, Julian Meister, May
- Duckietown Project, Jacopo Tani, January

2018
- Prof. Dr. Ulrich Weidmann, Executive Board: Vice President for Human Resources and Infrastructure, October
- Christian Meyer, ETH Logistics, Department Services, August and September
- Tobias Halbherr, LET & Managed Services (ITS SDL), ONA E7 «Online examinations at ETH-Zürich» September
- Dr. Jan Beutel, Information Technology and Electrical Engineering & Prof. Dr. Lothar Thiele, ETH Associate Vice President for Digital Transformation, April
- Academic Motorsports Club Zurich (AMZ), ETH Formula Student Project, Technopark, January and April

2017
- Prof. Dr. Alexander Mathys, D-HEST, Sustainable Food Processing Laboratory, Micro Reaction System, Institute of Food, Nutrition and Health (LFO), July
- Prof. Dr. Christian Franck, D-ITET, High Voltage Laboratory (ETL), July
- Thomas Mann Archives, Rolf Bolt, & IT Training Lab at ETH, Marc Winkler (HCP), May
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- Prof. Dr. Roger Gassert, D-HEST, Balgrist Campus, Rehabilitation Engineering Lab, Institute of Robotics and Intelligent Systems (BAA), (March)
- Olaf A. Schulte, ITS Multimedia Services, ITS MMS, Video Studio, Video Conferencing, Recording Studio, Auditorium to Auditorium Transmission (HG), February
- Prof. Dr. Andreas Kunz, D-MAVT, ReWaVE - Real Walking in Virtual Environments, IWF (CLA), January 2016
- Empa, Dübendorf, research projects NEST & move, September
- Disney Research Zurich, D-INFK, current research projects (STD), June
- Prof. Dr. Andrea Frangi, D-BAUG, House of Natural Resources, Institute of Structural Engineering, May
- Dr. Michael Greeff, D-USYS, Entomological Collection of ETH Zurich (WEV), January 2015
- "Bitcoins - currency or network?", Money Museum, (KüM Special) June
- Prof. Dr. Gerhard Schmitt, D-ARCH, Singapore ETH Centre, Information Architecture, Video Wall & Value Lab (HIT), June
- Prof. Dr. Dirk Helbing, D-GESS, Computational Social Science throwing a glance 10-20 years in the digital future (CLU), April
- "Network helium-walk" at D-PHYS, March
- Disney Research Zurich, D-INFK, current research projects (STD), January 2014
- Paul Tanner, Graphische Sammlung ETH Zürich, "Eating, Drinking and Table-talk" (HG), December
- Empa, Dübendorf, November
- Prof. Dr. Reto Knutti, D-USYS, Climate Science (CHN), September
- Housing Office University of Zurich and ETH, August
- Prof. Dr. Wolfgang Langhans, D-HEST, Physiology and Behaviour Laboratory & Research "Gut Feelings", Schwerzenbach (SLA), June
- Discovering Einstein’s Tracks, Tour of the university area, June
- Prof. Dr. Ralph Eichler, ETH Zurich President (HG), February
- Robotics, D-MAVT, Autonomous Systems Lab (CLA), January 2013
- Robotics, D-MAVT, Autonomous Systems Lab (CLA), November
- Prof. Dr. Jan-Egbert Sturm, D-MTEC, KOF Swiss Economic Institute, November
- Prof. Dr. Olga Sorkine, D-INFK, Interactive Geometry Lab (CNB), November
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- Kontakt über Mittag – Bees, Hotel Marriott, July
- Projekt Skye, The Omnidirectional Spherical Blimp (CHN), June
- Professor Jiri Dvorak, KüM Special – FIFA Endowed Chair, F-MARC, Home of FIFA, April
- Prof. Dr. David Dyntar, D-MAVT, SunCar – Lotus Evora, Elektromobility, ETH Fokusprojekt, Technopark (PFA), January

2012
- Prof. Dr. Marcy Zenobi-Wong, D-HEST FIFA Endowed Chair, Medical/Cartilage Technology (STW), Nov./Dec.
- Institute for Dynamic Systems and Control, D-MAVT, Quadrocopter (ML), August
- Dr. Florian Haslinger, D-ERDW, Swiss Seismological Service and focusTerra, EQ Simulator (NO), May/June
- Silko Höppner, D-BAUG, Institute for Transport Planning and Systems (IVT), Railway operations laboratory (HIL), Feb./March

2011
- Prof. Dr. Gerd Folkers, D-GESS, Semper-Sternwarte/Collegium Helveticum (STW), December
- Prof. Dr. Markus Gross, D-INFK, Disney Research Zürich (CNB), October
- Andreas Kirstein, Christine Bärtsch, Michael Gasser, André Rodoni, ETH Bibliothek, Spezialsammlungen/Preziosenzimmer, DigiCenter (HG), June
- Paul Tanner, D-GESS, Collection of Prints and Drawings, historischer Lesesaal der Architekten, Francisco de Goya-Exhibition (HG), March
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